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A Multiple-Mode System and Method for Providing User Selectable Video Content

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to providing user selectable content with a graphical

user interface in a streaming multimedia system, and more particularly to a multiple mode

system with automatic control logic for determining which mode to implement based upon a

plurality of characteristics including capabilities of the decoding device and the selected user-

selectable multimedia content.

Background Art

[0002] It is known in the prior art to provide streaming video content to a client device

and to allow a user to select the content to be streamed. In cable television systems that

include legacy set-top boxes, providing a graphical user interface with full-screen streaming

video content has proven to be quite challenging, since legacy set-top boxes often have

disparate operating capabilities. Most legacy set-top boxes are capable of decoding MPEG-2

streams. These legacy systems have little capability with respect to providing graphic

overlays and for receiving graphical user interface (GUI) data in a separate stream from the

streaming video content. Thus, these legacy systems generally either provide no graphical

user-interface during full screen playback or provide some rudimentary overlays that are

generated by the cable-television set-top box. As technology progresses, cable television

systems have become more diverse with multiple generations and even different brands of

set-top boxes with widely varying capabilities. Hence, there is a need for an adaptive system

that can provide advanced graphical user interface elements to all users while dynamically

using the resources within the cable television network to provide a consistent user

experience.

Summary of the Embodiments

[0003] In accordance with a first embodiment of the invention, a method provides an

audiovisual experience to an individual having a client device that is capable of decoding

audiovisual data using a video codec, and an audiovisual display coupled to the client device

for display of decoded audiovisual data. The method includes first providing the client

device with a first graphical user interface (GUI) that indicates a plurality of videos and



includes an input for selecting a video from the plurality of videos. Next, in response to

receiving a selection of a video in the plurality of videos by the individual using the input, the

method includes determining a transmission mode as a function of: 1) the decoding

capabilities of the client device, 2) a video encoding format of the selected video, 3) whether

the selected video should be displayed full screen or partial screen, and 4) whether the client

device is capable of overlaying image data into a video stream. Then, in a server device

remote from the client device, the method calls for preparing, for transmission according to

the determined transmission mode, audiovisual data that include the selected video. Finally,

the method requires transmitting the prepared audiovisual data, from the server device to the

client device, according to the predetermined transmission mode, for display on the

audiovisual device associated with said client.

[0004] In accordance with a first embodiment of the invention, several transmission

modes are possible. According to a first transmission mode, the audiovisual data includes the

first GUI, and when the video should be displayed in a partial area of the screen, preparation

further includes: rendering the first GUI according to a previously determined screen

resolution and stitching the selected video into the previously rendered first GUI where

stitching is a method of combining previously encoded video streams by any of a variety of

suitable processes.. According to a second transmission mode, when the selected video

should be displayed full screen and the client device cannot decode the video encoding

format of the selected video, preparation includes transcoding the selected video where

transcoding is a method of altering already encoded video by changing format or changing

encoding means or both.. According to a third transmission mode, when the selected video

will be displayed full screen and the client device can decode the format of the selected

video, and further, no image data will be overlaid on the selected video then preparation

includes repackaging the selected video.. According to a fourth transmission mode, when the

selected video should be displayed full screen and the client device can decode the selected

video, and further, the client device is capable of overlaying image data onto the selected

video, and still further, the audiovisual data from the server includes a second GUI that

provides various GUI elements such as video playback controls, then preparation includes

rendering the second GUI according to the client overlay resolution. . According to a fifth

transmission mode, when the selected video will be displayed full screen and the client

device can decode the selected video, and further, the client device is not capable of

overlaying image data onto the selected video, then preparation includes: rendering the



second GUI according to the video resolution, video size, and video frame rate compatible

with the client device; decoding a portion of the selected video; blending the rendered second

GUI into the decoded portion; and re-encoding the blended portion according to the video

encoding format..

[0005] In accordance with a second embodiment of the invention, a computer program

product provides an audiovisual experience to an individual having a client device that is

capable of decoding audiovisual data using a video codec, and an audiovisual display coupled

to the client device for display of decoded audiovisual data. The computer program product

has a computer useable medium on which is stored non-transitory computer program code for

executing the above-described method in its various transmission modes.

[0006] To implement these methods and execute their program code, there is a so

disclosed a third embodiment: a computer system for providing an audiovisual experience to

an individual having a client device that is capable of decoding audiovisual data using a video

codec, and an audiovisual display coupled to the client device for display of decoded

audiovisual data. The computer system has an application engine for providing a first

graphical user interface (GUI) that indicates a plurality of videos and includes an input for

selecting a video from the plurality of videos, and for providing a second GUI that includes

video playback controls. The computer system also has control logic for determining a

transmission mode in response to receiving a selection of a video in the plurality of videos by

the individual using the input. Determining the transmission mode is a function of: 1) the

decoding capabilities of the client device, 2) a video encoding format of the selected video, 3)

whether the selected video should be displayed full screen or partial screen, and 4) whether

the client device is capable of overlaying image data into a video stream. The computer

system also has a transcoder for transcoding the selected video from a second encoding

format into the first encoding format, according to the determined transmission mode. The

computer system also has a blender for blending the second GUI into the selected video using

the first encoding format, according to the determined transmission mode. The computer

system also has a stitcher for stitching the output of the application engine with the output of

the transcoder and the blender, according to the determined transmission mode. The

computer system also has a packager for packaging audiovisual data according to the

determined transmission mode. Finally, the computer system has a transmitter for



transmitting the packaged audiovisual data, toward the client device, according to the

determined transmission mode, for display on the audiovisual display.

[0007] The components of the computer system may be configured according to the

transmission mode. Thus, according to a first transmission mode, the audiovisual data further

include the first GUI, the application engine is configured to render the first GUI according to

a previously set screen resolution; the transcoder is configured to transcode the selected

video; and the stitcher is configured to stitch the transcoded video into the rendered first GUI,

when the video should be displayed partial screen. According to a second transmission

mode, the transcoder is configured to transcode the selected video, when the selected video

should be displayed full screen and the client device cannot decode the video encoding

format of the selected video. According to a third transmission mode, the packager is

configured to repackage the selected video, when the selected video should be displayed full

screen, the client device can decode the video encoding format of the selected video, and no

image data should be overlaid on the selected video. According to a fourth transmission

mode, the audiovisual data further include a second GUI that includes video playback

controls, and wherein the application engine is configured to render the second GUI

according to a client overlay resolution, when the selected video should be displayed full

screen, the client device can decode the video encoding format of the selected video, and the

client device is capable of overlaying image data into the selected video. According to a fifth

transmission mode, the application engine is configured to render the second GUI according

to a video resolution, video size, and video frame rate; the transcoder is configured to decode

a portion of the selected video; the blender is configured to blend the rendered second GUI

into the decoded portion; and the transcoder is further configured to re-encode the blended

portion according to the video encoding format, when the selected video should be displayed

full screen, the client device can decode the video encoding format of the selected video, and

the client device is not capable of overlaying image data into the selected video. It should be

clear that not all of these components must be active in each transmission mode. Therefore,

operation of each of the transcoder, blender, stitcher, and packager may be optional according

to the determined transmission mode.

[0008] In accordance with a fourth embodiment of the invention, a method is disclosed

for streaming user-selected video content encoded in a first protocol format having a protocol

container. The method requires first receiving a request for streaming the user-selected video



content, and obtaining the user-selected video content from a first source. Next, the method

calls for removing the protocol container from the user-selected video content and

repackaging the user-selected video content into an MPEG-2 transport stream. Finally, the

method requires transmitting the MPEG-2 transport stream with the user-selected video

content encoded in the first protocol wherein the first protocol is different than MPEG and

the client device is capable of decoding the first protocol.

[0009] Variations on the fourth embodiment are contemplated. For example, the method

may also include adapting the presentation and synchronization timing of the stream based

upon the presentation and synchronization timing of the user-selected video content. The

method may be performed within a cable television network. The first protocol container

may be MP4, DASH, or HTTP, and the first protocol container and the first encoded protocol

may be the same.

[0010] There is also provided a fifth embodiment of the invention: a method for

adaptation of a stream for streaming a user-selected video asset. This method includes first

streaming a graphical user interface from a server to a client device wherein the stream has a

plurality of stream characteristics. Next, the method includes receiving a user request for

playback of encoded video content encoded with one or more different streaming

characteristics. Then, the method includes generating graphical user interface elements in

accordance with the one or more different streaming characteristics. Finally, the method

includes combining the encoded video content and the generated graphical user interface

elements to form an encoded transport stream. The user requested encoded elements may

have a picture size that is less than a full video frame and the generated user elements when

combined with the user requested encoded video may form a complete video frame. A

different streaming characteristic between the graphical user interface and the requested

encoded video content may be the frame rate and the generated graphical user interface

elements may have the same frame rate as the requested encoded video content. Moreover,

the generated graphical user interface elements may have the same sampling rate as the

requested encoded video content.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0011] The foregoing features of embodiments will be more readily understood by

reference to the following detailed description, taken with reference to the accompanying

drawings, in which:



[0012] Fig. 1 is an illustration of a screen layout;

[0013] Fig. 2 is an environment for implementation of at least one embodiment of the

invention;

[0014] Fig. 3 is a flow chart that discloses the control logic sequence for switching

between different modes of operation;

[0015] Fig.4 shows the steps for repackaging and resynchronizing a full-frame video

sequence;

[0016] Fig. 5 shows an exemplary functional architecture for implementing a multi

modal platform for providing user-selectable video content;

[0017] Fig. 5A shows the functional architecture for supporting mode 1, which is a partial

screen video with a stitched graphical user interface;

[0018] Fig. 5B shows the functional architecture to support modes 2 and 5, which are the

display of full-screen video with and without blended overlays;

[0019] Fig. 5C shows the functional architecture for mode 3, which is a full-screen pass

through where encoded video content is repackaged and re-streamed;

[0020] Fig. 5D shows the functional architecture for supporting mode 4, which is a full

screen transcode due to decoding limitation of the client device; and

[0021] Fig. 6 shows the source architecture with overlays showing structural elements.

Detailed Description of Specific Embodiments

[0022] Definitions. As used in this description and the accompanying claims, the

following terms shall have the meanings indicated, unless the context otherwise requires:

The term "functional block" shall mean a function that may be performed by a hardware

element either alone or in combination with software. The term "module" shall refer to either

to hardware or a hardware and software combination wherein the software is operational on

the hardware.

[0023] Embodiments of the present invention are directed to network transmission of

user-selected multimedia content (video, audio, and audiovisual content). The selected



multimedia content may be encoded data that may be encoded with a codec. Various

embodiments also use one or more container protocols for putting encoded data into a format

for transmission in a network and use transport protocols for transferring the containers of

encoded video and audio data to a client device within a network. Many of the embodiments

described below mention MPEG, MPEG-2 transport streams and H.264 encoding and

transcoding. The descriptions are meant for exemplary purposes and one should not see the

present invention as being limited to only these protocols, as other encoding, container, and

transport protocols may be used without deviating from the intended scope of the invention.

Additionally, embodiments of the present invention operate on multimedia content. For

simplicity, disclosed embodiments in general describe video content. However, the

embodiments may readily be adapted for the distribution of user-selectable audio content and

user-selectable audiovisual content.

[0024] Fig. 1 is an illustration of a frame layout that includes graphical user interface

elements for allowing a subscriber to select video content to be distributed to a client device

in a content distribution network, such as a cable television network. The frame layout

provides the location of various graphical user interface elements and video content that are

to be added to the frame layout. In Fig. , the graphical user interface elements include

buttons for the selection of SD (standard definition) and HD (high definition) content for both

renting and purchasing. The video content elements to be added include a scaled movie

preview which is full-motion video, along with text based video content elements such as

"Movie Title", "Actor, Year, Duration, Director", and "Synopsis". It should be understood

that all of these elements are video elements, since the content distribution network transmits

video content in a video stream. As a result, even static elements are displayed as frames of

video. In a standard content distribution network, such as a cable television network, video

content is distributed via a transport protocol, using a container protocol, wherein the video

content is encoded in an encoded format (e.g., MPEG-2, H.264 etc.).

[0025] As should be understood by a person with ordinary skill in the art, the content

distribution network includes a multitude of components including a central platform that

includes a plurality of processors for serving content. The processors generally perform the

functions of providing broadcast video, user-interface guides, interactive content, and video-

on-demand. The processors that are part of a content distribution platform are coupled to a

number of nodes that broadcast and stream on-demand video content to a plurality of



subscriber client devices. The subscriber client devices may include set-top boxes, tablets,

televisions and other electronic communications devices. Each client device has certain

capabilities based upon both the hardware and software that are available to the client device.

For example, disparate client devices may have different processors, memory, codecs, and

capabilities to download and execute programs. In a cable television environment, most, if

not all, devices can access MPEG-2 Transport streams and decode MPEG-2 elementary

streams. Some devices may have more advanced capabilities, including a local operating

system, software components, and the ability to download and execute additional programs.

Further client device may be able to receive and work with different transport protocols such

as UDP, HLS, HTTP, MPEG-DASH, and smooth streaming, work with different content

containers, such as MP4, MPEG-2 transport stream, MPEG-2 program stream and decode

different codecs including H.264, MPEG-2.

[0026] Fig. 2 shows an exemplary environment including a content distribution platform

for providing a multi-modal operation of selectable video content to be streamed to a client

device. The platform is a structure that includes a plurality of components. The platform

includes an application engine for selection of a graphical user interface to be provided to a

client device in response to a request from the client device. The application engine responds

to requests from the client device for content. For example, the application engine may

include an HTML5 application that defines a graphical user interface (GUI). The GUI may

include a frame layout along with position information for insertion of content, for example

as shown in Fig. 1. The layout includes a plurality of blocks (movie title, movie preview

(video), SD price etc.) for video elements to be inserted into the layout. Thus, encoded video

elements, such as MPEG encoded fragments, may be referenced at the block locations.

[0027] The HTML5 application keeps track of state information regarding the elements

of the graphical user interface. Thus, the HTML5 application can be reused for presenting

different content to the user in a graphical display. The HTML5 application may access the

encoded elements and may cause elements that are not already properly encoded to be

encoded in an MPEG encoder. The MPEG elements of the HTML5 application may include

MPEG fragments of buttons, sliders, switches, etc. that may be part of the HTML5

application. The MPEG elements may be static images and scaled versions of video content,

such as movie previews.



[0028] Additionally, the HTML5 application may include encoded fragments that

represent the layout. For example, the layout may be considered a background and therefore

the layout may include a plurality of encoded elements to represent the layout. Similar

content distribution platforms that can be used with embodiments of the present invention can

be found in U.S. Patent Application 12/008,697 and U.S. Patent Application 13/445,104 both

of which are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

[0029] The HTML5 application may also include reference to video content from an

outside source or stored at a different location. As shown in Fig. 2 there is a content source,

which may be on a content source server. In response to a request from the content

distribution platform, content from the content source server is provided to the content

distribution platform.

[0030] The platform determines if the content needs to be transcoded based upon the

capabilities of the client device. If necessary, the content from the content server is provided

to a transcoder. The transcoder then scales and/or transcodes the video from the content

source, so that the video from the content source can be stitched together with other encoded

elements in a compositor module. If the content does not require scaling or transcoding, the

content will be provided directly to a compositor. Whether a source is transcoded is

determined by control logic that is part of the platform and will be explained in further detail

below. The compositor receives in encoded fragments, such as encoded MPEG fragments

and may receive in encoded video content. The compositor takes the various encoded

elements and creates an MPEG elementary stream based upon the encoded elements and the

frame layout from the HTML5 application. If a request for full frame encoded video content

is received, the compositor may receive in the encoded video content in its native encoded

format and may package the encoded video content in an MPEG transport stream without

requiring the encoded video content to be transcoded. For example, if the client device is

capable of decoding an H.264 encoded file and a full screen video is requested from a source,

the H.264 video will not be transcoded and will only be encapsulated into an MPEG-2

transport stream for transmission to the client device. The type of request, the content to be

presented, along with the available processing resources at both the server and on the client

device are used in determining the mode of operation and the format of the data to be

transmitted to a requesting client device.



[0031] The client device in general includes an MPEG decoder and optionally may

include a bitmap decoder for an overlay plane. The MPEG decoder receives an MPEG

transport stream that contains one or more MPEG elementary streams or other encoded

streams (e.g., H.264 etc.). The MPEG decoder decodes the encoded stream and presents the

output to a display device. The bitmap decoder receives in a bitmap overlay stream separate

from the full screen MPEG video content. The client device receives the bitmap overlay and

displays the bitmap overlay on top of the decoded MPEG video content. The bitmap and the

decoded MPEG video may be blended together in the spatial domain by the client device or

elements of the bitmap may replace elements of the spatially decoded MPEG video content.

Thus, a decoded MPEG video frame may have elements replaced wherein the bitmap

represent a graphical user interface. Fig. 2 represents one version of a content distribution

platform and should not be viewed as limiting the scope of the present invention.

[0032] Thus, resources at both the server-side and client-side are relevant to determining

how to efficiently process requests from client devices. As can be imagined, the user can

select from a plurality of different content and therefore the content distribution platform will

operate in one of a plurality of different modes. A first mode provides a graphical user

interface for selection of content to be displayed (e.g., movies, television shows, specials etc.)

which may either be static or have less-than full frame video streaming using an HTML5

application wherein MPEG elements are stitched into a layout to form MPEG video frames.

A second mode provides a full screen trick-play mode wherein full-screen video is overlaid

with graphical user interface controls (e.g., fast forward, rewind, pause, stop etc.) where at

least partial decoding and re-encoding of the video content and blending occurs. A third

mode provides a full screen display wherein the video content is provided to the client device

for full-screen playback in an encoded format compatible with the client device without

transcoding. A fourth mode provides a full-screen trick play mode wherein the client device

performs the blending and encoding graphical controls. A fifth mode provides a full screen

transcode of the source material dependent in part on the client device's decoding capabilities.

In various embodiments of the present invention, these modes of operation can be selectively

and automatically switched between based upon both requests from the client device, and the

capabilities of the client device wherein the control is performed on the server-side.

[0033] Fig. 3 is a flow chart showing the operation of a control processing logic within

the content distribution platform. The control processing logic queries if the requested



content by the client device contains visible video. If the answer to the query is no, the

graphical user interface is processed at the server wherein a selection of encoded elements,

such as MPEG elements, are selected based upon a frame layout of an HTML5 application

and the MPEG elements are stitched together to form a full video frame (static) that can then

be transmitted to the client device and displayed on a display device.

[0034] If video is to be presented on the screen, the logic queries if full screen video is to

be shown. If there is only a partial screen of video to be shown, the server switches to mode

1 and identifies an HTML5 application and frame layout. It then accesses source content that

is scaled and stitched together to form a series of MPEG encoded video frames defining an

MPEG elementary stream. If, however, the video content that has been selected by the user

is full screen video, for example if the user indicates a desire to view a movie, TV show, full¬

screen video clip, or full-screen promotional content, the logic performs further queries.

[0035] During the establishment of a network session between a requesting client device

and the server, the client device identifies itself and thus, identifies its capabilities. The client

capabilities may be transmitted during the communication or may be stored in a user/device

profile that can be accessed by the server and the control logic. The logic thus queries

whether the video properties of the selected video content are compatible with the capabilities

of the client device. For example, if the client device can only decode MPEG-2 and the

selected video content is encoded using H.264, the logic switches to mode 4 and a full-screen

transcode is performed, so that the selected video content will be transmitted to the client

device in a format that the client device can decode (e.g., MPEG-2).

[0036] If the video properties of the selected video content are compatible with the client

device's capabilities, the logic determines if a graphical user interface element is required to

be placed on top of the video. A graphical user interface element may be required based

upon signals received from the client device. For example, a user may have a full screen

video playing and may use a remote control coupled to the client device to pause or fast-

forward the video content. The client device initiated signal informs the control logic that

graphical user interface elements should be placed on top of the full screen video to enable

trick-play features (fast forward, rewind, play, pause, skip etc.).

[0037] If user elements are not to be placed on top of the video, the logic will initiate

mode 3, which provides a video pass-through capability. In said situation, the client device



does not require content to be transcoded and therefore the content will remain in its native

format. The video content will then be repackaged and streamed to the client device.

Repackaging and streaming will be explained in further detail with respect to Fig. 4 .

[0038] If the logic determines that the graphical user interface is to be placed on top of

the video, the logic then queries if the client and control protocol support a local overlay.

Thus, the control logic looks at the control protocol as implemented by the platform and the

connecting network between the control logic (i.e. server) and the client device. Certain

networks will provide for more than one channel of communication with a client device, so

that control data may be transmitted separately from MPEG elementary stream data (the

requested video content). The control data may be transmitted using a different signaling

system or may be provided in a separate MPEG elementary stream. Similarly, the client

device must be capable of receiving instructions that a local overlay should be created.

[0039] As a result, if the control logic determines that the client and the control protocol

support a local overlay, either graphical or full-motion video, the control logic switches to

mode 5. In mode 5, the system renders GUI elements in accordance with the overlay

resolution, size, and frame rate for the video content. For example, if the full screen video is

being rendered as, for example, 720p, the GUI elements will be scaled and rendered as 720p

elements. These graphical user interface elements may be transmitted as encoded fragments.

In such an embodiment, the client device is capable of receiving encoded fragments or

spatially rendered fragments and includes local software for stitching the encoded fragments

or spatially rendered fragments with the full screen encoded video content. The client device

may have a predetermined layout using templates that define screen locations and other

parameters for adding in the GUI elements for the interface or the platform may transmit a

layout for the interface. The client device will then insert the GUI elements onto the full

screen video. This may be performed either in the encoded domain or in the spatial domain.

If the client device performs the combination in the spatial domain, blending may occur

wherein the GUI elements and the video content may be blended using an alpha layer.

[0040] If the client and control protocol do not support local overlay, the control logic

will cause the graphical user interface elements to be added on the server side (at the

platform) in mode 2 . In order to efficiently use resources, only a partial decode of the

selected encoded video content may occur. For example, macroblock locations of the video

content that will include GUI elements may be decoded to the spatial domain and then alpha



blended together with the graphical user interface elements. The GUI elements either may be

stored locally or retrieved from a remote location. The GUI elements may be saved at a high

resolution and then scaled as needed to meet the requirements of the respective client. The

blended elements will then be encoded and a compatible MPEG elementary stream will be

formed and placed into an MPEG-2 transport stream. The platform sends the MPEG-2

transport stream to the client device and the client device decodes and displays the user-

selected video content with embedded user-interface overlays.

[0041] One benefit of the present multi-modal system is that the number of transcoding

steps is reduced compared to existing content distribution platforms and especially to content

distribution platforms coupled to cable television networks. Rather than having to transcode

encoded video content selected by a user, the content may be passed-through in its native

encoding. This assumes that the client device is capable of decoding the native format. In

this configuration, processor resources are conserved on the content distribution platform and

therefore, more video streams can be processed simultaneously. Additionally, the present

multi-modal system allows for all of the user-interface graphics to be centrally controlled by

the content distribution platform. The multi-modal system passes the graphical user interface

elements from the platform to the client device or incorporates the graphical user interface

elements into the video that is being streamed to the client. A further advantage of the

present multi-modal systems is that content providers do not need to re-author their

applications (YouTube, Netflix, Amazon etc.) or transcode their content for operation within

this system. The native applications (ex. YouTube, Netflix, Amazon) can be run on the

content distribution platform in their native operating system and language (Java, iOS, Linux

etc.) and the content will either be passed through or transcoded without intervention by the

content provider. Yet another advantage of the present multi-modal system occurs because

full-screen playback and control of full-screen playback can be controlled by the content

distribution platform without requiring client devices to take over control. Thus, the client

device becomes another processing element in load balancing and both legacy client devices

and modern client devices can be serviced with comparable content and consistent graphical

presentations. Further, the client devices on the content distribution network do not need to

be updated before more advanced features can be presented to a user. The content

distribution system will automatically adapt to the capabilities of the client devices within the

network and therefore, updates can be made on a rolling basis.



[0042] As mentioned above, video content can be repackaged and re-streamed without

requiring transcoding. Thus, a content source having video content for streaming in a

particular container format and with audio and video synchronization information will have

the source video container format, such as MP4, DASH, HTTP, Smooth Streaming and HLS

removed so that only the actual encoded video and audio data remains. The encoded audio

and video data are repackaged in a transport container that is compatible with the content

distribution network. For example, the compressed video and audio content is repackaged

into an MPEG-2 transport stream container. Additionally, the audio and video

synchronization data is preserved and the video stream from the content distribution platfonn

to the client device is adapted based upon the audio and video synchronization data so that

the stream timing complies with the transport protocol specifications (e.g., MPEG transport

stream specifications).

[0043] Fig. 4 shows an example of the repackaging and re-streaming process. Element

400 shows video content from a content source in its native format. The video content has a

first container format having a video bit stream, an audio bit stream, synchronization

information and header information. In element 410, the container is removed from the video

content and the audio and video bit streams are extracted and stored to a memory location.

Additionally, the synchronization data is extracted and stored to a memory location. Other

information may also be extracted and saved such as subtitles for the bit stream. In element

420, a new container is created. Synchronization is re-done using the new container's format.

The stream is packetized and then transmitted to the client device observing packet layer jitter

and delay requirements as caused by the network infrastructure. Element 430 shows a

representation of video frames that have been decoded from a compressed format and are

transformed into the spatial domain for presentation on a video playback display associated

with the requesting client device.

[0044] As mentioned above, a stream may be adapted for streaming a user-selected video

asset. A stream may be adapted when a graphical user interface, having certain streaming

characteristics, is streamed from a server to a client, and a user requests playback of video

content encoded with streaming characteristics different from those of the graphical user

interface. In one embodiment, a method includes first streaming a graphical user interface

from a server to a client device wherein the stream has a plurality of streaming

characteristics. Next, the method includes receiving a user request for playback of encoded



video content encoded with one or more streaming characteristics different from the plurality

of streaming characteristics of the graphical user interface stream. Then, the method includes

generating graphical user interface elements in accordance with the one or more different

streaming characteristics. Finally, the method includes combining the encoded video content

and the generated graphical user interface elements to form an encoded transport stream. The

user requested encoded video content may have a picture size that is less than a full video

frame, and the generated user interface elements, when combined with the user requested

encoded video content, may form a complete video frame. A different streaming

characteristic between the graphical user interface and the user requested encoded video

content may be the frame rate, and in one embodiment, the generated graphical user interface

elements may have the same frame rate as the user requested encoded video content.

Moreover, the generated graphical user interface elements may have the same sampling rate

as the user requested encoded video content.

[0045] Fig. 5 shows an architecture of one embodiment of the content distribution

platform in a network that can support all of the modes of delivering a graphical user

interface and video content to a client device. As shown, the architecture presents functional

blocks and data paths for video, audio and graphical user interface elements. To support each

specific mode only a subset of the possible data paths and functional blocks are required.

[0046] A user may select between various types of content and the associated screens

(VOD screen, content selection screen, video content information screen, ordering screen,

full screen playback etc.). In response to a user selection, control logic automatically selects

an appropriate application and corresponding frame layout for presentation of the desired

content/screen to the client device, selects an appropriate mode of operation, and controls the

various functional blocks. The control logic of the application content distribution platform

determines how to process the received request based upon capacity of the network and

capabilities of the client device. The server-side architecture of Fig. 5 includes several

functional blocks controlled by the control logic, including a source content network, an

application execution environment, an audio encoder, a bitmap (image) encoder, an

audiovisual (MPEG) encoder, a transcoder, a blender, a stitcher, and a packager / multiplexer

/ streamer. These functional blocks are now described in more detail.

[0047] The source content network provides various audio, video and audiovisual content

to be supplied to the client device as part of an audiovisual experience. Content is provided



by various content providers, each of whom may have a different storage and streaming

format for their content. In particular, the content may be encoded in a variety of different

formats, including MPEG-4, Flash video, AVI, RTMP, MKV, and others.

[0048] The architecture includes an application execution environment for generation of a

graphical user interface in response to requests received from a client device. Based on the

correct application, the application execution environment selects the appropriate graphical

user interface (frame layout along with references/addresses of elements to be stitched into

the frame layout) and provides audio and screen updates to data paths of the architecture. For

example, state of a button may have changed in response to action by a user, and therefore

the application will have a screen update for the graphics of the button and perhaps play an

audible sound.

[0049] The application execution environment (AEE) requests video elements, such as

encoded fragments, for example, encoded MPEG fragments, for incorporation into the frame

layout from one or more sources including from a source content network and one or more

source content servers. The AEE may provide actual spatial data for the screen updates or

the AEE may provide pointers or addresses to content that is to be combined with a frame

layout. Other examples of content that may be combined under the direction of the AEE is

full-motion video such as MPEG2 or animated graphic elements which are encoded as

MPEG2. As MPEG2 does not provide alpha channel information, which is useful for

overlaying said information, the AEE can embed said alpha channel information either as a

coded frame which is then not directly displayed or as non-displaying coded information

embedded in a portion of a frame (e.g., as an MPEG custom format). In either case of a full-

frame alpha channel mask or of an alpha channel mask embedded in a portion of a frame, the

alpha mask information is extracted, by the client device, as illustrated in Figure 5, from the

stream upon detection of an alpha channel mask identifier and an empty frame or empty

macroblocks are substituted by the receiving software of the client prior to the decoding of

said video information. The application execution environment may include links to one or

more graphical elements that may be either in the encoded domain (MPEG fragments i.e.

groups of encoded macroblocks) or the spatial domain.

[0050] It should be recognized that a screen update may be either a full frame or part of a

frame. An API can be used such as the OpenGL API, where scene information (including

bitmaps) is exchanged. In other embodiments, the screen update may be in a format where an



abstract scene description (application description) is passed to the modules along with

references to bitmaps/encoded fragments and textures.

[0051] The audio encoder receives audio output provided by the executing application

and encodes it according to an audio encoding format supported by the client device. The

audio format may be, for example, MP3, AAC, AC3, or others known in the art. The audio

encoder may be employed if the client device is capable of mixing audio into a video stream;

if not, then the audio encoder is not employed, and all audio received by the client device

from the content distribution platform occurs as an integral part of an audiovisual stream.

[0052] The image encoder receives screen updates provided by the executing application

and encodes them according to an image encoding format supported by the client device.

The image format may be, for example, PNG, BMP, GIF, or JPG, or others known in the art.

The image encoder may be employed if the client device is capable of overlaying image

graphics onto a video stream. The images are directed to the client device through the

network infrastructure. The images are received by the client device, which combines them

with decoded MPEG content so that the bitmap is used as an overlay, and blending may be

efficiently done in the spatial domain.

[0053] In some embodiments, the method comprises the steps of adding a tag, such as a

URL or other means, for identification of graphic fragments to said fragments. This enables

the tracking of data relating to the frequency of use of a given fragment, and on this basis a

certain priority can be given to a fragment which further determines how long said fragment

will remain in said cache. FurtheiTnore, a method is provided for associating the data related

to where said fragments are used on a client display in order to reuse said fragments correctly

in other parts of the respective user interface of said client display.

[0054] In some embodiments, systems for performing methods described herein include

fast access memory, such as a cache memory for temporary storing of encoded fragments. By

temporarily storing and re-using said graphic fragments and by combining them with other

elements of the user interface, a highly efficient personalized audiovisual experience can be

generated using relatively small computational power and with short reaction times.

[0055] The MPEG encoder receives both audio and screen updates provided by the

executing application and encodes them according to an MPEG format into a stitchable

MPEG format. The MPEG encoder may be employed if the user has selected a mode in



which a selected video is displayed on a partial screen only. The architecture also includes a

transcoder. The transcoder receives audio and video content from the source content

network, and transcodes it when the source content is in an audio or video format that is not

supported by the client device. Once transcoded if required, the audiovisual content may be

blended using a blender that receives graphical user interface audio and screen updates from

the application execution environment. The output of the transcoder and blender is also in a

stitchable MPEG format. If the application requires blending of screen elements or

transcoding, the screen elements will be retrieved from a source (application execution

environment or the content distribution network) and the screen elements may be transcoded

into a stitchable MPEG element or resized for the frame layout (e.g., 480p to 200x200

pixels).

[0056] A stitching module receives stitchable MPEG from the MPEG encoder and from

the transcoder and blender, and stitches them into a standards-compliant MPEG transport

stream. Suppose the application changes the state of a button in response to a user input.

Then the graphical element for the changed state of the button will be provided to the

stitching module if the graphic is already an MPEG fragment, or if the graphical element is

spatially encoded, the graphical element will be encoded as an MPEG fragment and passed to

the stitching module that stitches together the frame layout. The MPEG fragments and the

frame layout may be stitched together to form a complete MPEG frame in the stitching

module.

[0057] The complete MPEG frames are packaged into an MPEG elementary stream and

then into an MPEG transport stream container in a packaging and multiplexing stream

module. More than one MPEG elementary stream may be multiplexed together and there

may be multiple audio and/or video streams. It should be recognized that the graphical user

interface elements that are to be placed on top of a video element (animation, scaled movie

trailer, other partial video frame content) can be sent either as an overlay graphic to the client

(e.g., a bitmap) or the overlay graphical user interface elements can be blended with the video

element in the transcoding and blending module. The packaged MPEG transport stream

(e.g., MPEG2 transport stream) is then sent through the network infrastructure to the client

device. The client device will receive the MPEG transport stream and decode the MPEG

elementary streams for display on a display device.



[0058] Figs. 5A-5D show the functional blocks and data paths that may be used for each

of the modes of operation. Fig. 5A shows the functional architecture for supporting mode 1,

which is a partial screen video with a stitched graphical user interface. Fig. 5B shows the

functional architecture to support modes 2 and 5, which are the display of full-screen video

with and without blended overlays. Fig. 5C shows the functional architecture for mode 3,

which is a full-screen pass through where encoded video content is repackaged and re-

streamed. Fig. 5D shows the functional architecture for supporting mode 4, which is a full

screen transcode due to a decoding limitation of the client device.

[0059] Fig. 5A is now described in more detail with respect to mode 1 and operation of

its relevant functional blocks. In mode 1, the user has requested an application that provides

partial screen video with a stitched graphical user interface. In this case, the application

execution environment provides the graphical user interface, including screen updates and

audio updates that make up the portion of the screen not occupied by the video, while the

partial screen video itself is provided by the source content network. The screen updates are

either provided to the image encoder (if the client is capable of performing graphics overlay)

or to the MPEG encoder (if the client is incapable of performing graphics overlay). Video

controls that overlay the video itself, for example to permit a trick-play mode, may be

provided by the application execution environment to the transcoder, and blended into the

video received from the source content network. The encoded screen updates and the

transcoded and blended video are stitched together to form MPEG video frames, which are

packaged, multiplexed with audio, and streamed to the client. If the client is capable of

performing a graphics overlay function, then the transcoded and blended video is provided

separately from screen updates to the graphical user interface.

[0060] Fig. 5B provides the functional architecture for providing full-screen video

content to a requesting client device wherein the capabilities of the client device do not

permit the client device to decode the content of the selected full-screen video in its native

encoding scheme. Thus, the control logic determines that either mode 2 or mode 5 is

required. When full-screen video is requested by a user through a request signal from the

client device, the stitching components of the functional architecture of Fig. 5 are not used.

Instead, the control logic evaluates whether selected video content to be displayed on the

display device through the client device of the user is in a format that is compatible with the

decoder of the client device. In the scenario wherein the client device cannot decode the



native format of the content retrieved from the content distribution network, the content is

provided to either a blending module if the requested full screen video content is to have a

graphical user overlay (e.g., trick-play, captions etc.) and then to a transcoding module, or the

video content is provided directly to the transcoding module. The transcoding module

transcodes the full screen video content from the native format to a format that can be

decoded by the requesting client device. During display of a transcoded full screen video, a

user may use a device such as a remote control to request a graphical user interface for

changing a parameter of the full-motion video. In response to such a request, the application

execution environment will send screen update commands to the transcode and blend

module. The transcode and blend module will first decode the full-screen video into the

spatial domain and will obtain the graphical elements for the graphical user interface overlay.

The transcode and blend module will then alpha blend the graphical elements and the portion

of the underlying full-motion video and then the transcode and blend module will take the

spatially encoded full-motion video with the graphical user interface overlaid and will encode

the data using an encoding format that can be decoded by the client device. The transcoded

video data either with the overlay or without the overlay is presented to a repackaging, re-

streaming, and re-multiplexing module. The module will encapsulate the encoded video

content using a container and transport protocol that can be transmitted through the network

infrastructure and be extracted and decoded by the client device.

[0061] Fig. 5C shows the functional architecture wherein selected full-screen video content

is passed through the system to the client device without transcoding. In modes 5 and 6 of

operation, the user selects full-screen playback content and the control logic determines that

the selected video content is in an encoding format that can be decoded by the requesting

client device. Thus, the full-screen video does not need to be transcoded and can simply be

passed to the repackaging, re-multiplexing, and re-streaming module. The repackaging, re-

multiplexing, and re-streaming module performs the functions as described with respect to

Fig. 4 and can further multiplex both multiple audio and video streams together (multiple

MPEG elementary streams, H.264 streams, AAC audio, AC3 audio MPEG-2 audio). The full

screen pass-through can also enable overlays where the client device is capable of receiving

separate bitmap encoded data, JPEG, GIF or other data in an encoded data format for a

graphical user interface element. Thus, the control logic confirms whether the client device

can add overlays before initiating this mode. The full-screen video content can be passed

through from the content distribution network to the client device, without transcoding the



full-screen video content. The client device thus receives both the full-screen video content

and any required overlays, removes the video content from its container, and decodes and

displays the video content on the user's display device. In certain embodiments this can be

further optimized. For example, in mode 6 of operation, if the client has the capability to

parse the container format of the source video, then there is no need to repackage and this

step can be omitted. The client then fetches the source video directly from the source content

server. The client then resumes playing the source asset using the local video player. One

example of such a container format is HTTP Live Streaming (HLS). This decouples the low

latency overlay path from the video playout path, allowing deeper buffering for the video,

and hence, a potentially more stable video picture. With the video received and decoded

separate from the GUI, the GUI decoding can be done with very shallow buffers, allowing a

more responsive user interface with less latency.

[0062] Fig. 5D shows the functional architecture for supporting mode 4, which is a full

screen transcode due to a decoding limitation of the client device. In this mode, the user

selects to view a source video that is encoded using a codec that cannot be decoded by the

client device. The full-screen video must be transcoded, and cannot be simply passed to the

repackaging, re-multiplexing, and re-streaming module. Therefore, the video is obtained

from the source content network and transcoded in the transcoder. Once transcoded, the

video may be blended with a graphical user interface overlay for GUI elements such as video

controls (e.g., with start, stop, rewind, captions and etc.) and any associated sounds if the

client is incapable of performing graphics overlay and/or audio mixing, or these may be

transmitted separately to the client (if the client is capable of performing these functions).

Once the transcoded video has been blended, if required, then the video is packaged in a

compliant MPEG transport stream and sent to the client device for display.

[0063] Fig. 6 shows the source architecture with overlays showing structural elements.

Each of the structural elements may include one or more hardware processors for performing

the functions of the architecture. The structural elements include an application engine,

media farm, a compositor and a set-top box (i.e. a client device). The application engine is a

structural element that encapsulates the application execution environment, audio encoder,

image encoder, and MPEG encoder. These functions are tightly coupled in that the outputs

of the encoders are all encoded data that are used by other functional components in the

system. These functions may be advantageously distributed among the one or more hardware



processors in a parallel fashion to improve response time and maximize the use of the

processors. As executing graphical applications and encoding are CPU-intensive operations,

the application engine may include a great deal of computational power, with less emphasis

on storage and input/output operations.

[0064] The media farm controls bulk expensive media operations, including transcoding

and blending. The media farm receives audio, video, and audiovisual content from the source

content network and receives audio and screen updates from the application engine.

Transcoding and blending must be performed in real time, while screen updates may be pre-

encoded, and much more data passes through the media farm than is generated by the

application engine. Therefore, managing operation of the media farm structural element is

different from managing the application engine, and requires more storage and network

bandwidth. The output of the media farm is stitchable MPEG.

[0065] The compositor receives stitchable MPEG from the application engine and the

media farm, and stitches it together. Because the compositor outputs standards-compliant

MPEG transport streams, it also includes the packager, multiplexer, and streamer. As with

the other two structural elements, the compositor has its own unique responsibilities. All

source video passes through the compositor, which must therefore have a great deal of

network bandwidth available to it.

[0066] The client device, or set-top box, may or may not include graphics overlay

capabilities and audio mixing capabilities. However, it can decode video content according

to at least one codec, for example MPEG-2. As described above, any given client device may

decode a variety of video formats, and the network infrastructure connects the content

distribution framework to a wide variety of client devices in a heterogeneous network. The

control logic in accordance with various embodiments of the invention is flexible enough to

accommodate this variety.

[0067] The present invention may be embodied in many different forms, including, but in

no way limited to, computer program logic for use with a processor (e.g., a microprocessor,

microcontroller, digital signal processor, or general purpose computer), programmable logic

for use with a programmable logic device (e.g., a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or

other PLD), discrete components, integrated circuitry (e.g., an Application Specific

Integrated Circuit (ASIC)), or any other means including any combination thereof. In an



embodiment of the present invention, predominantly all of the reordering logic may be

implemented as a set of computer program instructions that is converted into a computer

executable form, stored as such in a computer readable medium, and executed by a

microprocessor within the array under the control of an operating system.

[0068] Computer program logic implementing all or part of the functionality previously

described herein may be embodied in various forms, including, but in no way limited to, a

source code form, a computer executable form, and various intermediate forms (e.g., forms

generated by an assembler, compiler, networker, or locator.) Source code may include a

series of computer program instructions implemented in any of various programming

languages (e.g., an object code, an assembly language, or a high-level language such as

Fortran, C, C++, JAVA, or HTML) for use with various operating systems or operating

environments. The source code may define and use various data structures and

communication messages. The source code may be in a computer executable form (e.g., via

an interpreter), or the source code may be converted (e.g., via a translator, assembler, or

compiler) into a computer executable form.

[0069] The computer program may be fixed in any form (e.g., source code form,

computer executable form, or an intermediate form) either permanently or transitorily in a

tangible storage medium, such as a semiconductor memory device (e.g., a RAM, ROM,

PROM, EEPROM, or Flash-Programmable RAM), a magnetic memory device (e.g., a

diskette or fixed disk), an optical memory device (e.g., a CD-ROM), a PC card (e.g.,

PCMCIA card), or other memory device. The computer program may be fixed in any form in

a signal that is transmittable to a computer using any of various communication technologies,

including, but in no way limited to, analog technologies, digital technologies, optical

technologies, wireless technologies, networking technologies, and internetworking

technologies. The computer program may be distributed in any form as a removable storage

medium with accompanying printed or electronic documentation (e.g., shrink wrapped

software or a magnetic tape), preloaded with a computer system (e.g., on system ROM or

fixed disk), or distributed from a server or electronic bulletin board over the communication

system (e.g., the Internet or World Wide Web.)

[0070] Hardware logic (including programmable logic for use with a programmable logic

device) implementing all or part of the functionality previously described herein may be

designed using traditional manual methods, or may be designed, captured, simulated, or



documented electronically using various tools, such as Computer Aided Design (CAD), a

hardware description language (e.g., VHDL or AHDL), or a PLD programming language

(e.g., PALASM, ABEL, or CUPL.)

[0071] While the invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to

specific embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in

form and detail may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the

invention as defined by the appended clauses. As will be apparent to those skilled in the art,

techniques described above for panoramas may be applied to images that have been captured

as non-panoramic images, and vice versa.

[0072] Embodiments of the present invention may be described, without limitation, by

the following clauses. While these embodiments have been described in the clauses by

process steps, an apparatus comprising a computer with associated display capable of

executing the process steps in the clauses below is also included in the present invention.

Likewise, a computer program product including computer executable instructions for

executing the process steps in the clauses below and stored on a computer readable medium

is included within the present invention.



What is claimed is:

1. A method of providing audiovisual content to a client device configured to be coupled

to a display, the method comprising, at a server:

detecting a selection of a graphical element corresponding to a video content item;

in response to detecting the selection of the graphical element, determining a

transmission mode as a function of:

1) one or more decoding capabilities of the client device;

2) a video encoding format of the video content item;

3) whether the video content item should be displayed in a full screen or a

partial screen format; and

4) whether the client device is capable of overlaying image data into a

video stream;

preparing, for transmission according to the determined transmission mode,

audiovisual data that includes the video content item; and

transmitting the prepared audiovisual data, from the server toward the client device,

according to the determined transmission mode, for display on the display.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein according to a first transmission mode, the

audiovisual data further includes a first GUI, and preparing includes:

rendering the first GUI according to a previously set screen resolution; and

stitching the video content item into the rendered first GUI, when the video content

item should be displayed in a partial screen format.

3 . The method of claim 2, wherein according to a second transmission mode, preparing

includes transcoding the video content item, when the video content item should be displayed

in a full screen format and the client device cannot decode the video encoding format of the

video content item.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein according to a third transmission mode, preparing

includes repackaging the video content item, when the video content item should be

displayed in a full screen format, the client device can decode the video encoding format of

the video content item, and no image data should be overlaid on the video content item.



5. The method of claim 4, wherein according to a fourth transmission mode, the

audiovisual data further includes a second GUI that includes various user interface elements,

and preparing includes rendering the second GUI according to a client overlay resolution,

when the video content item should be displayed in a full screen format, the client device can

decode the video encoding format of the video content item, and the client device is capable

of overlaying image data into the video content item.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein according to a fifth transmission mode, preparing

includes:

rendering the second GUI according to a video resolution, video size, and video frame

rate;

decoding all or a portion of the video content item;

blending the rendered second GUI into the decoded portion; and

re-encoding the blended portion according to the video encoding format of the video

content item, when the video content item should be displayed in a full screen format, the

client device can decode the video encoding format of the video content item, and the client

device is not capable of overlaying image data into the video content item.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein, if the client device is capable of receiving streaming

content in a native format, the transmitting step comprises passing through content that is in

the native format.

8. A computer program product for providing audiovisual content to a client device

configured to be coupled to a display, the computer program product comprising a computer

useable medium on which is stored non-transitory computer program code comprising

program code for:

detecting a selection of a graphical element corresponding to a video content item;

in response to detecting the selection of the graphical element, determining a

transmission mode as a function of:

1) one or more decoding capabilities of the client device;

2) a video encoding format of the video content item;

3) whether the video content item should be displayed in a full screen or a

partial screen format; and



4) whether the client device is capable of overlaying image data into a

video stream;

preparing, for transmission according to the determined transmission mode,

audiovisual data that includes the video content item; and

transmitting the prepared audiovisual data, from the server toward the client device,

according to the determined transmission mode, for display on the display.

9. The computer program product of claim 8, wherein according to a first transmission

mode, the audiovisual data further includes a first GUI, and the program code for preparing

includes program code for:

rendering the first GUI according to a previously set screen resolution; and

stitching the video content item into the rendered first GUI, when the video content

item should be displayed in a partial screen format.

10. The computer program product of claim 9, wherein according to a second

transmission mode, the program code for preparing includes program code for transcoding

the video content item, when the video content item should be displayed in a full screen

format and the client device cannot decode the video encoding format of the video content

item.

1 . The computer program product of claim 10, wherein according to a third transmission

mode, the program code for preparing includes program code for repackaging the video

content item, when the video content item should be displayed in a full screen format, the

client device can decode the video encoding format of the video content item, and no image

data should be overlaid on the video content item.

1 . The computer program product of claim 11, wherein according to a fourth

transmission mode, the audiovisual data further includes a second GUI that includes video

playback controls, and the program code for preparing includes program code for rendering

the second GUI according to a client overlay resolution, when the video content item should

be displayed in a full screen format, the client device can decode the video encoding format

of the video content item, and the client device is capable of overlaying image data into the

video content item.



13. The computer program product of claim 12, wherein according to a fifth transmission

mode, the program code for preparing includes program code for:

rendering the second GUI according to a video resolution, video size, and video frame

rate;

decoding a portion of the video content item;

blending the rendered second GUI into the decoded portion; and

re-encoding the blended portion according to the video encoding format of the video

content item, when the video content item should be displayed in a full screen format, the

client device can decode the video encoding format of the video content item, and the client

device is not capable of overlaying image data into the video content item.

14. The computer program product of claim 8, wherein, if the client device is capable of

receiving streaming content in a native format, the transmitting step comprises passing

through content that is in the native format.

15. A computer system for providing audiovisual content to a client device configured to

be coupled to a display, the computer system comprising:

an application engine for providing a graphical user interface (GUI);

control logic for determining a transmission mode in response to detecting a selection

of a graphical element corresponding to a video content item, determining the transmission

mode as a function of:

1) one or more decoding capabilities of the client device;

2) a video encoding format of the video content item;

3) whether the video content item should be displayed in a full screen or a

partial screen format; and

4) whether the client device is capable of overlaying image data into a

video stream;

a transcoder for transcoding the video content item according to the determined

transmission mode;

a blender for blending the second GUI into the selected video using the video

encoding format, according to the determined transmission mode;

a stitcher for stitching the output of the application engine with the output of the

transcoder and the output of the blender, according to the determined transmission mode;



a packager for packaging audiovisual data according to the determined transmission

mode; and

a transmitter for transmitting the packaged audiovisual data, toward the client device,

according to the determined transmission mode, for display on the display.

16. The computer system of claim 15, wherein according to a first transmission mode, the

audiovisual data further includes a first GUI, and wherein:

the application engine is configured to render the first GUI according to a previously

set screen resolution;

the transcoder is configured to transcode the video content item; and

the stitcher is configured to stitch the transcoded video content item into the rendered

first GUI, when the transcoded video content item should be displayed in a partial screen

format.

17 . The computer system of claim 16, wherein according to a second transmission mode,

the transcoder is configured to transcode the video content item , when the video content item

should be displayed in a full screen format and the client device cannot decode the video

encoding format of the video content item.

18. The computer system of claim 17, wherein according to a third transmission mode,

the packager is configured to repackage the video content item, when the video content item

should be displayed in a full screen format, the client device can decode the video encoding

format of the video content item, and no image data should be overlaid on the video content

item.

19. The computer system of claim 18, wherein according to a fourth transmission mode,

the audiovisual data further includes a second GUI that includes interface elements, and

wherein the application engine is configured to render the second GUI according to a client

overlay resolution, when the selected video should be displayed in a full screen format, the

client device can decode the video encoding format of the video content item, and the client

device is capable of overlaying image data into the video content item.



20. The computer system of claim 9, wherein according to a fifth transmission mode: the

application engine is configured to render the second GUI according to a video resolution,

video size, and video frame rate;

the transcoder is configured to decode a portion of the video content item;

the blender is configured to blend the rendered second GUI into the decoded portion;

and

the transcoder is further configured to re-encode the blended portion according to the

video encoding format,

when the video content item should be displayed in a full screen format, the client

device can decode the video encoding format of the video content item, and the client device

is not capable of overlaying image data into the video content item.

21. The computer system of claim 15, wherein, if the client device is capable of receiving

streaming content in a native format, transmitting comprises passing through content that is in

the native format.

22. The computer system of claim 15, wherein operation of each of the transcoder,

blender, stitcher, and packager is optional according to the determined transmission mode.
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